
Community Easter Egg Hunt:
Andrews Park at 5:30pm
Painting Egg Gourds: Myriad
Gardens at 10am
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Caregiver Corner
BY RENDY JANSSEN,  LMFT

Loving Your Kids
I know as a parent myself, it is easy to think, "Of course I love my
child." Nonetheless, over my years of working with kids, I have learned
that there are times when parents are trying their best and kids don't
feel loved.  Sometimes we forget that kids are just little people and all
people have different love languages. There are five primary love
languages: physical touch (cuddles/hugs); words of affirmation ("I love
you", "I'm so proud of you"); acts of service (doing things for them,
chores without complaint); Gifts; Quality time (distraction-free,
intentional, often 1:1 time together).  

I encourage each of you to determine what your top 2 love languages
are and what your children's may be. Often as people, we love others
the way we experience love without ever thinking about whether or not
it is meeting their needs. It is frustrating to feel like you are trying
your best and it still isn't enough, often times we can "do" less when
we are doing the things that are impactful. 
 
The 5 Love Languages 
Love Languages of Children Community Events

Family Connection
Tea Party
Cheerio! Enjoy your rainy days with
a good old-fashioned English Tea
party! Maybe practice your favorite
accent or pretend that you're
royalty (because we all know you
are)! 

Enjoy a Family Nature Hike!
Explore your five senses while
taking a nature walk as a family! 

Chalk it Up!
Grab some chalk or chalk paint and
go wild! Decorate your
neighborhood sidewalks, streets, or
your very own driveway with lots of
color, designs, and positive sayings. 

BY ELIZABETH ASPLIN ,  CTRS/L

The Modern Art of 
Parenting Virtual Summit
April 1st-8th: Free virtual summit
with 20 leading experts to help
parents navigate today's
challenges

https://www.5lovelanguages.com/quizzes
https://www.thebump.com/a/love-languages-of-children
https://www.modernartofparenting.com/
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Mental Health Discussion 
BY SUMMER KING,  LPC & LADC/MH

April is national stress awareness month. Stress is unavoidable in life and is
something everyone will feel the effects of at some point in their lives,
regardless of positive stress (graduating from high school or transitioning to
a new grade) or negative stress (facing a rejection or being laid off from
work). It is important to know how to manage stress as a caregiver or trusted
adult for ourselves and for those in our care. First, focus on the big three:
Eating a healthy diet, Managing exercise needs, and Quality sleep. These three
always pop up in prevention as they are essential building blocks for
prevention.  Additionally focus on: Learning how to relax – deep breathing,
journaling, meditation, etc. It is important to find what works for you; Put
your feelings on paper – writing out your thoughts/feelings can get them out
of your head and help to move forward; Be proactive – knowing what
situations cause stress is important to prevent from feeling overwhelmed and
then be your own best advocate; Talk about your problems – talk with your
support system or a professional; Do something you enjoy – learning new
skills and taking the time to do something you love; Smile – smiling and
laughter have been proven to reduce stress. 
Source: April is National Stress Awareness Month: 7 Tips for Reducing Stress
(bioiq.com)

Academic Tools to Support Learning
BY KATY CREECY,  MSW,  LCSW

Outdoor exploration is a great way to develop scientific skills and connect
with the environment. Spend time in the backyard or take a walk through the
neighborhood or local park. Identify plants and animals, take photos or draw
sketches, and describe and sort leaves. Take a walk at three different times of
the day (morning, noon, evening) and notice any differences in sounds or
observations. Make a rain gauge out of a plastic cup or mason jar so that your
child can predict and measure rain fall.   
Source: Reading Rockets 

“Encourage and
support your
kids because
children are apt
to live up to
what you
believe of
them.”  

-  LADY BIRD
JOHNSON

https://www.bioiq.com/7-tips-for-preventing-and-managing-stress/


Tech Talk
BY DAVENE FINDLAY-WILLIAMS,  MSW,  LCSW

7 Ways to Stop Cyberbullying Before it Starts 
1. Know your child: Before you hand over the smartphone, think carefully
about whether or not your child is ready to use technology responsibly.
Wait until you feel your child is mature enough to communicate
respectfully online with their peers, trustworthy enough to come to you with
any problems they have, and wise enough to keep personal information
private.  
2. Understand how social media and messaging apps work: You may not
consider yourself particularly tech savvy, but make sure you familiarize
yourself with the social media, messaging, and gaming apps and sites your
child is using. Some aren’t safe for kids, period. 
A quick Google search like "How does Snapchat work?" will give you plenty
of useful articles and videos that can help you become better informed. 
3. Learn how cyberbullies work: Cyberbullies get more and more creative
with each passing year. While there's no way to foresee every tactic they
might use, it's important to note a few beyond basic online harassment:
Cyberbullies may post unflattering, embarrassing, or even photoshopped
images or videos (also known as deepfakes) to their page to make fun of
another person. Cyberbullies will also set up fake accounts to "troll" others
anonymously, or may even set up a fake account pretending to be their
victim and post embarrassing photos or messages. Cyberbullies may also
take a photo or information that was intended to be private and post it in a
public forum without permission. 
4. Start an ongoing conversation with your child: Once you've taken steps to
understand how social media and cyberbullying works, talk to your child
about cyberbullying. Make sure they can identify cyberbullying and know
what to do if they see it. Set a good example with your own social media use
by giving yourself healthy limits and modeling positive, respectful behavior
online. 
5. Monitor your child’s accounts: As parents, our job is to be vigilant—and
in this case, that means nosy. Know the usernames and passwords for all of
your children's accounts and check them frequently for red flags.  
6. Set limits: We all know that the more tired we get, the less inhibited we
are. It's the same for kids. Setting firm limits on screen time, especially
when it comes to messaging and social media apps at night. Set specific
bedtimes for mobile devices, control the amount of time your kids spend on
certain apps, and filter out websites you don't want them to use. 
7. Watch for warning signs: Cyberbullying might be happening on a screen,
but its real-life effects aren't hard to spot if you know what to look for. A
child affected by cyberbullying may become withdrawn, spending more time
than usual attached to their phone. They may have strong emotional
reactions when asked to put away their devices, and they may be moodier
than usual. You may also notice them shutting down their current social
media account or creating new ones and hiding their device from view
when you're nearby. If you see any of these signs, it's time to start a
conversation. 
Next month’s issue will discuss steps to take if your child is being
cyberbullied. 
Source: www.safewise.com 
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Regulation Skill-
Magic Mustache

Using your pointer
finger, curve or bend
your finger slightly in
the shape of a rainbow.
Press it against the
spot between your
upper lip and nose. 
Gently, but firmly
press your finger on
that spot for 10
seconds while inhaling
and exhaling slowly.
Repeat 2-3 times until
feeling relaxed and
calm.

Use for restoring focus
and calming the mind.

1.

2.

3.

4.

http://www.safewise.com/
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D.I.F.Y.- Do It For You
BY TAYLOR WRIGHT ,  LPC-NCC

Gratitude. We've all heard of it. Some of us may even engage in practicing
gratitude.  But for many of us, gratitude is something that we haven't built
in as a habitual act of our self-care routine and do not currently engage
in on a reoccurring basis. Learning how to be grateful for moments of
true happiness and beauty is a great way to not only bolster our sense of
contentment, but also a great way to combat the hopelessness and anxiety
we often feel.  
Positive psychology defines gratitude in a way where scientists can
measure its effects, and thus argue that gratitude is more than feeling
thankful: it is a deeper appreciation for someone (or something) that
produces longer lasting positivity. According to Dr. Robert Emmons, the
feeling of gratitude involves two stages (2003): "First comes the
acknowledgment of goodness in one’s life. In a state of gratitude, we say
yes to life. We affirm that all in all, life is good, and has elements that
make life worth living, and rich in texture. The acknowledgment that we
have received something gratifies us, both by its presence and by the
effort the giver put into choosing it. Second, gratitude is recognizing that
some of the sources of this goodness lie outside the self. One can be
grateful to other people, to animals, and to the world, but not to oneself.
At this stage, we recognize the goodness in our lives and who to thank for
it, i.e. who made sacrifices so that we could be happy?" There are nine
recent psychological findings related to the study of gratitude and how it
affects the human body, spirit, and overall experience. Those nine are:
enhances well-being, builds deeper relationships, improves optimism,
increases happiness, builds stronger self-control, improves physical and
mental health, creates an overall better life, stronger athleticism, and
stronger neurologically-based morality. I want to challenge you to grab a
notebook and for the next 10 days write 10 things you are grateful for and
reflect on how it makes you feel.  

Oatmeal Cookie
Smoothie

3/4 cup rolled oats
1/4 cup raisins
1/4 teaspoon pumpkin pie
spice
1 cup whole milk, plus more if
needed
1/2 cup full-fat vanilla yogurt
1 tablespoon dark brown
sugar

Add the oats, raisins and
pumpkin pie spice to the
carafe of a blender and pour
in the milk, adding more to
cover the oats if needed. Stir
completely and set aside until
the oats are soft, 15 minutes.
Blend on high speed until
pureed and smooth, about 1
minute. Add the yogurt,
brown sugar and 1 1/2 cups
ice, and blend on high speed
until smooth, about 30
seconds. Pour into 2 pint
glasses.

INGREDIENTS 

DIRECTIONS 
1.

2.

Source: Food Network Kitchen

https://www.foodnetwork.com/recipes/food-network-kitchen/kids-can-make-oatmeal-cookie-smoothie-3363124

